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Keeping your Heart Healthy in Dating

By Maris Stanley

Have you ever asked yourself what a healthy teenage relationship looks like?
Have you ever examined whether or not you are in a healthy relationship
yourself? What defines healthy dating? As a compiled list of opinions, tips
and views from professional organizations and a Whitmer school official, this
article can help you make sure you're following the rules and setting the right
boundaries for you and your partner.
The truth is that many teenage relationships are unhealthy when proper
boundaries are not set. According to Mrs. Swisher, the social worker at
Whitmer, a healthy relationship has specific trademarks: First of all, the
relationship should have "family approval, as well as a balance between
friendship as well as school work and your significant other,” she noted. She
also said that the reason many high school relationships are unhealthy is the
pressure amongst teens to date too soon - before they are emotionally ready
to handle it. Caring for someone else, as well as yourself, takes a certain level
of maturity that not everyone has.

Using control to influence a partner is a sign of an abusive relationship.

Expectations for teenage relationships also can be skewed due to how
relationships are portrayed on social media and television. A recent
study published in the Journal of School Health revealed that teens
who choose not to date are actually less depressed.
Mrs. Swisher followed up with some red flags to look out for in
relationships. A red flag is an action or behavior that sets off a warning
that it could be dangerous or unhealthy for you. As stated in The Delta
Focus Project, (an organization devoted to helping prevent partner
violence), if your significant other wants to monopolize all your time
and pulls you away or isolates you from your other relationships, that
is a red flag. A few others include your partner trying to control you,
getting jealous, putting you down or embarrassing you, threatening to
hurt you, or being overly dependent.
There are relationships that are healthy and have good signs such as
mutual respect, open communication, fair treatment and trust, and
feeling safe around your partner.

*Article References: www.cdc.gov and Rebecca Swisher

If you are experiencing an unhealthy relationship, it is best to get out
of that relationship as quickly as possible. There are resources at
school, such as Mrs. Swisher or the counselors. You should always
speak up and put your well-being first. Your voice matters. Your
happiness matters. Your life matters.

~Love is Respect 1-866-311-9474 or www.loveisrespect.org~
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Competitive ESPORTS Coming to Whitmer!
By: Ethen Finucan

When you think of a team, you might not think of a video game team - but colleges
have quickly discovered that this new competitive gaming industry isn't going
anywhere and thus, has a great place in our schools. Tech Industry gurus say that
Esports drives STEM education, not to mention how much money can be made
from an eventual career in Esports. Even the US Army has a competitive gaming
team!
The cost of starting an Esports program can be be high up front, with the majority
of the dollars being needed for gaming consoles (PlayStation, Xbox, and Switch),
and other technology. However, after that, the team incurs little expense since there
is no need for travel expenses, with gaming being done online. Mr. Snook has even
spoken to the Army's team about potentially sponsoring our team!

A high school in St. Louis, MO has competitive gaming
as one of their most popular teams.

Soon, Whitmer High School will have its very own Esports club - with the intention
to turn it into a competitive team, with coaches, meets and tryouts.Our team will
likely practice 4-5 days a week during the season, just like any other team. Once the
Esports room, which will be across from the Science Lecture Hall, is ready, students
will be able to sign up after school to see how the equipment and room functions.
Lourdes College currently has an Esports team, whose gamers get scholarship
money for college. Having our own our Esports program will also give our students
the chance to earn money for college.
The gaming world is not going away and Whitmer is choosing to jump right in.

byPress Staff

Dear New Students: How Does Whitmer Compare?
By Ryann Brescol

It's normal for students to say they hate school, especially after a bad
day or tough test. But is Whitmer actually better than other schools? We
asked some students who are new to Panther Nation what they
thought!
Lillie, a junior who transferred to Whitmer her sophomore year, said her
two schools are the same in many ways, but "the atmosphere here is
much better." A new sophomore, Alex Lazaney reports that he feels that
staff "actually care about you here," and "Whitmer is better because
there isn't as much fighting here." Taneya Holmes confirms that
sentiment, saying, "My old school had way more stupid drama."

Whitmer's newest Panthers give their new school an "A!"

It's easy to find reasons to be unhappy anywhere, but it looks like when
it comes to environment, Whitmer wins first place in the eyes of those
who have comparison!

NEW CLUB ALERT:

The brand new Whitmer Anime and Manga Club will meet Feb 20th @ 2:30pm in CTC 221
COME JOIN THE FUN!
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Whitmer Wrestling: Pinning Expectations on States
By: Adam Opial

Strength. Mental toughness. Commitment. Loyalty. All of these things are
required in order to be a Whitmer Wrestler.
The Whitmer Wrestling team is off to an amazing start this year with a 9-2
record and zero losses at home games. Some of the top-performing and
consistent wrestlers on the team include Jack Haskin and Jason Cascadden,
along with a host of other wrestlers making personal gains each meet.
Some of these wrestlers the team can boast about are District Qualifier Donald
Wingate and 5 additional returning Three Rivers Athletic Conference Placers,
Emilio Arellano, Antwain Williams, Hunter Huffman, Cameron Piercy and Logan
Moody. This season the team has won two tournaments - the Northwood Jim
Derr Memorial and the Anthony Wayne Duals.
Whitmer Wrestling dominated the Anthony Wayne Duals, emerging as
champions!

After the most recent round of state rankings, it looks like some Whitmer
Wrestlers will be making an appearance. To qualify for the OHSAA State
Tournament, an athlete must be one of the top 4 ranked in Sectionals, and then
District which limits down to the best 16 wrestlers in the entire state of Ohio to
even have a chance to wrestle for a State Championship in Columbus on March
14th.
Updated State Rankings show:
Emilio Arellano - 24th
113: Donald Wingate - 16th
132: Jack Haskin - 6th
138: Jason Cascadden - 14th
Without a doubt, this team is going to be fun to watch as they continue to set
the example for the younger wrestlers in Panther Nation.

Hockey on a Roll
by Adam Opial

Whitmer Hockey has had a few rebuilding years and it is safe to say that
the upswing has begun.
After a tough last season, the Whitmer Hockey team is boasting a 4-4
record at press time. Previously on a 2- game win streak, they were
knocked off by Southview on the 24th, but bounced right back against
Fremont Feb 2. Justin Korb has been instrumental in protecting the net
and securing the wins, and many other players have stepped up in big
ways to keep the wins coming.
The Hockey team has about 20 goals this season, and are looking for even
more wins to increase that number. Their 'home rink' is the Icehouse on
Alexis Road, with some local away games played at Tamoshanter. The fan
base has grown and they are always happy to see more people attening
their games. Come on out and see your Panthers rock the ice and help
them secure their next win!

Whitmer Hockey is gaining momentum as the season goes on!
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This Valentine's Day, we asked students...
Which celebrity would make the best boyfriend/girlfriend?

By Alex Lazaney-Molina

--Logan Moss
-Deaken Perrsinger
-Jack Repka
"Kylie
Jenner.
She is beautiful."
Ryan Reynolds. He is handsome." "Scarlett Johannson. She seems nice."

--Amani Inman
"Gordon Ramsey. He's passionate
about his career.

What is the best pickup line you have heard?
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Dom Webb

“Is your name 'Wifi?' Cuz I'm really
feeling a connection.”

Dallas Dupuis

“You look a lot like my next
crush."

Colin Flynn

"“Is your name Google? Because
you have everything I’ve searched
for."

PANTHER PRESS STAFF:
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Jalynn Pratt

"“ Did we take a class together? I
could have sworn we had
chemistry."

Tony Delvaux
"Do you believe in love at
first sight? If not, I'm walking
away."
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